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OHAP'l'ER I

INTRODUCTION
The fundamental philosophy ot supervision as practiced 1n that portion or East Texas that co.me under the
observation or the writer ls col ored by the demooratio

structure of the Texas Educational System.
supervisory authority on the part
the community system or eduoation.

school system

or

The lack

or

the State led to

The

community

a.a just nhat it was c°illed; it was a

colill'llunity school .

Every community had a school.

However, these communities, though adjacent , were under
no obligation to use a neighboring community school es a
pattern; neither were these com:nwiities under any
obligation to cooperate or collaborate with one another.
The results were obvious .

There was no uniformity of

textbooks , no uniformity of instruction, neither were
there generally accepted criteria of measuring the
teachers, the schools, or the cbildren. 1

1 Frederick Eby, Development of Education in Texas,
p . 159

2

For seventy years the spirit or the community
school system has perpetuated and propagated itself .
Such supervision as has been proI!loted by the

tate has

been of the complimentary type , nhich to tho writer

seemed to have tended to cast a congenial at osphere over
the cla ssroom work.
DE

ro.ED RESPEC~ .

IT Hi S .LACKED THE POSITIVE

S THAT

Supenlsory praotices in the various

schools were individualistic .
Statement of the Problem.

Si.nee 1940 the writer

has bean employed as principal in the Porter Sprinss
Colored School , Crockett , Texas .

The quest of the

writer for more refined
methods ot administration and
,

supervision in her own school led her to visit other such
schools and scbool systems for the purpose of observing

the methods and techniques eaployed by the principals
and such other supervisors as had to do with the improvement

er

instruction.

In the light of tho writer' s observation with
reference to the supervisory practices aa Vlere carried
on in the schools that were visited , the writer reached

two conclusions that will be used as basic assumptions
in ertorta to analyze this problem.

First , we assume

that in each school observed by the writer some form

ot supervision was carried out to some extent , but it
was inadequate to its o\m needs and conditions and

- 3 -

lacked conformity with generally accepted criteria.
Second, we assume that there is a need for systematic
selection of supervisory p ractices that ere well
adapted to the common needs, conditions and aims of
the schools or East Texas.
In the light of these assumptions this study
proposes to answer the following general questions,
l.

Whet activities were c arried on by the
principals, supervisors and superintendents
that may be classed as supervisory practices?

2.

Do these practices conform to any generally
accepted criteria tor supervision?

3.

What recommendations, it any, might be made

to improve these supervisory practices in the
schools of East Texas?

In order to carry out tho study, answers to the
following, more specific questions will be sought:
1.

Do the activities of the principal or other
supervisory officials, that are c arried on
i n the name or supervision, facilit ate the

improvement of the teacher- pupil learning
s1tuo.t1on1
2.

Does the principal ocqua1nt himself or herself
with the learning situations and conditions
by visiting the classrooms?

- 4 -

3.

ihat use does the principal make

or

conferences w1th teachers that would
taoilitate superv1s1m?
4.

Does the principal ' s principles ot planning
and conducting teachers • meetings contribute
to improved techniques 1n classroom instructions?

5.

Does the principal give guidence 1n professional reading!

6.

Does the principal make use ot demonstration

lessons to improve the teacher ' s technique?
7.

Does the principal make use or 1ntervis1tationa
of teachers 1n his or her supervisory program?

a.

Does the principal m~e use or circular
letters and bulletins 1n the attempt to improve
the quality ot instruction?

What changes or additions , if any, should be made
in the c atalogue

or

supervisory activities that are

c arried on in the schools of East Texas?
l.

Do the supervisory activities as practiced
in the various schools or Rast Texas sati sfy
the needs and conditions in the particular
situation!

2.

Do the supervisory practices that are used 1n
the schools ot East Texas contqrm to the

- 5 -

selected 11st of supervisory practices that are
set up by the Dep~rtment of Superintendenco•s
Eighth Yeerbook?
3.

Do the supervisory practices that are used 1n
the schools of East Texas conform. with the
generally accepted criteria as set up by
experts in the field of supervision?

Purpose of the Study.

The supervisory practices

of every school must contain in pert some usable
features by virtue ot their existence .

The problem is

to find out which features are desirable .

The lack of

uniformity of supervisory practices in the various
schools that were observed by the writer furthe r
complicated the problem of determining the desirable
features of the supervisory programs.

This lock of

uniformity is due to the independence of the school
systems that exist in the State of Texas.

The majority

or

the studies in the field of supervi-

sion have had to do with the duties of the supervisors
or with outlining some supervisory techniques .

So

far as the writer has been able to ascertain, the studies
concerned with supervision have hed to do with counties
and states that have an organized supervisory system.

Only a few studies have been concerned with the supervisory system.

Only a few studies have been concerned

•

b -

with the supervisory practices in unsupervised schools .
'fue purpose of this study is to

ccomplish the

following ends:
1.

To determine the supervisory practices that are
used most frequently in the schools in East
Texea;

2.

To determine the supervisory practices that Are
used least in the schools 1n East Texas;

3.

To discover any unique supervisory practices
that are used 1n East Texas;

4.

To stimulate further guidance and study in the
field of supervision;

6.

To discover and provide a guide tor further
studies that have to do with supervisory
practices;

6.

To provide a supplement to the generally
accepted list or supervisory activities that
would be peculiar to schools in East Texas
or to schools that have the same or similar
needs and conditions .

Need for tbe Study.

The writer holds that a

supervisory program is made u p of a number of activities
and practices through which the improvement ot the

learning situation is effected .

The writer further

holds that some activities may b& used with facility

1n any given situ~t1on, while others effect striking

resulta 1n othor s ituations.

It is to be noted that

some attoopt et suporv1sion is carried an 1n every
s chool 1n East Texas that tho writer stud1od , but
there is no general scheme of supervision that
ohor acterizos tho sohool3 1n genoral .

Tho

riter

found that eeoh or the schools might pr or1t by so~e
of the practioos that 8re usod 1n other schools .

Tne

noed f or tho study hes been attributed to either ono
or a oomb1nat1on or any or tho conditions that are
st ted below:

l.

It 1a not generally known to what extent en
atteapt nt supervision is m de 1n the v orious
•

schools;
2.

Vory little effort has been mede to cntaloguo
the supervisory act1vl~1es ;

3.

The un1quo supervisory pr ct1ces o f v arious
schools, 11· there be any, may be discovered
and utilized;

4.

Studies that doelt with suporv1sory practices ,
as tar as the writer haa been able t o ascertain
have disregardod tho actual pr actioes

or

the

commonplooe sohool.
Scope and L1m1t - t1on or tb.e Study.

~b1s study

will 1ncludo the findinga ore survey ot tho supervisory
prrctlces 1n some selected schools 1n East Texas that
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vary 1n school population from 150 pupils to 500 pupils
end in teaching st . ff from £ive to twenty- eight te achers .
The study will contain such recommendations as will
pre s ent a selected list of supervisory pr actices , based
on the frequency of use o.nd the degr ee to which the
practices are uni 1ue.
For the mo s t part the study will represent the
opinions end experiences of principals only.

Not a

singlo supervisor or superintendent answered the
ques tionnaire personally.

Three supervisors and two

superintendents did sta te that they were having the
principal of a school return the questionnoire . 1
~ource

or

Data.

The d at e for this study were

obta ined by the following means:
1.

~uestionnaires were sent to principals regarding t he type of supervisory practices

that were uaed and the effectiveness of the
practices .
2.

Purposeful visits and observation s of the
writer.

3.

The study of Yearbocks of the Department of

Supervisors and the Directors of Instruction .
1

The d ata from such r eturns were supposed to represent what the superintendents and supervisors sanctioned
but were what the principal did .

4.

The study of Ye arbooks ct the Depa rtment

or

Supor1ntenden ce that h_d to do with supervisory
p rect1coa.
5.

The atudy or books, per1cd1cala end thosea

that portein to supervisory prsctioes.
Uothod

t Proceduro .

In on effort to secure pr opor

data for the study selected, numerous ways were
utilized tor collecting inform t1on from both pr1.msry

ond socondury sources.

Personol 1ntorv1ew with pr1nc1pels

and te~chors, reports of principals, supervisors, end
supor1ntendents as well as questionnaires ~o r e used.
Visits were made to several schools prior to tho devising

of the inquiry t'orm to asoerta1n prevailing suporv1sory
prcct1oes so aa to formuloto appropriato approachos 1n
the questionnairo for securing tho type of 1nf'or at1on
which bore u pon the atudy .

In studying supervisory pr ct1ces of solooted
schools and making rocommondotions for improvement, tho
writor 1o faced with the respons1b1l1ty

or

(1) de-

torm1n1ng the n ature of tho supervisory practices that
are used 1n the selected s chools; (2) finding studies ,

.

ed1tor1els and exper1mcnt.s thtit

re similar or related

to the study thot is being mEde; (~} c ot Bloguing e
aelected group of supervisory pr e ot1oes; and (4) just1-

10

tying the selection ot the practices that are cata logued .
With these proble1!ls 1n mind the writer selected the

method ot procedure that will be described below:
Chapter II oontaine a review

or

supervisory princi-

ples that are rel ted to improving ditterent phases of
the teacher-le rning situation.

Chapter III contains a

report ot the supervisor1 practices as are carried on

or

in the selected schools

East Texas .

consists ot tables and summaries .

The report

Chapter IV contains

r ecommendations tor improving the supervisory practices
1n the selected schools .

Chapter V contains the

summary and concluaion.
Similar Studies .
light

or

Thie study was made in the

experienoee and supervisory practices round in

previous similar studies .
In 1928, Claude Leon Ives1 in hio etudy. 'S\ Building
Prinoipal ' s Plan of Supervision, " ss.yc that the shifting , unprofessional character of the teacb~ng body, the
inadequacy

or

teacher prepa r a tion, and the constant

changing of the principles

or

education make the pro-

vision tor competent supervision of instruction not only
necessary but imperative .

1 Claude Leon Ives, "ABu1lding Pr1no1pal ' s Plan of
Supervision", !!aster ' s Thesis , University of North
Carolina . 1928 .

• 11 In 1931, Emory A. Austin

l

made a study of'

"Teachers Intervisitation as a Supervisory Practice
1n Smaller School Systems."

He ·plainly shows how

teachers may improve their techniques and mothods of
tei.ching by 1nterv1s1tation.

Ho states that the

principals should be res ~onsible tor the visit ation .
This phose ot supervisory practice should not be
looked on lightly but as a day of work. · The teacher
should search all unique practices that will help to
improve her work .

The visiting day should be c arefully

planned so that certain definite objective s may be
kept 1n mind .

A

visiting outline may also be used.

'l'his may be given the teacher by the principal , the
assistant superintendent or the supervisor with
written directions as·to what to look for when visiting.
1
In 193~ Edgar ~l· ir Mart1n made a study of the
supervisory practices of principals 1n six rural high
schools .

Martin traced some of the supervisory

practices , that had been followed by some or the
principals , in the rural high schools of West Virginia,
for the pur~ose of finding what supervisory practices
1

Emory A. Austin , "Teacher Interv1s1 tation as A
11
i ethod of Supervision in the Smaller School Systom,
Master •s Thesis , University of Nebraska, 1931 .
2
Edgar B. Martin , "Suporvisory Practices in Six Rural
High Schools , " Master's Thesis , University of West
Virginia, 1 9:33 .
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had been followod by them.

ere to oerve

endat1ons or suggestions tor

as a basis for reoo

supervisory program th t
schools.

The finding~

,oul.d best fit the respootiva

llartin found also with respect to supervisory

p1·actioes the following :

{l) That

ost of the schools

fair organization for supervision but th

had

principals

iere not giving enough ot their available time to cla ss-

room suporvision .

(2)

That the teacher-principal pre-

oont'eronce

s neglected• but all schools hed post-oonf r-

enoes .

That teaohers • meetings were well plannod ,

(J)

but too much t i s ,as g1ven to adminiotrat1ve det ils .
(4)

That most of the teachers had access to profession 1

growth through (a) su.'"JI!ler schools (b) · professional
literature

nd (c) intervisitation.

principals made special pl~ns for ne,
teachers, (7) that a

(d) that most of the
eek

nd strong

jor1ty of tho schools used standard-

1zed tests , but ,ere not applying the results in helping
to best determine tho supervisory procedures .
In 1936 Guy c . Pryor , 1 in his study of "The
Prlnci al

s a Supervisor

in High Schools of Tex a,"

begins his .study by tracing the development of

l Guy c . Pryor , "Tho Principal as e Supervisor in
the High Schools of Tex a , "
ster's Thesis, Univvereity of ,est Virginia , 1933.
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of supervision 1n Texas and the United States.

He

traces it from the trustee system to the high school
principal , including duties and how they are
performed .

Through his study one is impressed with

the significance of teachers' meetings , 1nd.1viduel
conferences with principals , announced en~ unannounced
visits, and the improved supervisory practices ot
curriculum revision, and tests and measurement .
In 1939, c. ~. Blume1 made a study, "Supervisory
Techniques in Certain Junior High Schools . "

He found·

tbct the principals had made problems they had not
solved.

He found that teachers 1n service could make

professional improvement through directed supervision,
such as through teachers' meetings, studying and solving
school problems, and classroom visit ation.
In 1940, Howard J . a. Badgley , 2 in his "Supervisory
Practices 1n on Ohio (Vermont County , " traces the
development of county supervision in Ohio ond surveys
current prootices .

He finds thct supervision has lagged

behind other developments 1n rural education ond stresses
the need for more inve stigations of a similar nature .

1 C. B. Hlume , "Study of Supervisory Techniques
in Certain Selected .t:ligh ~chools , " Master ' s Thesis,
University of filinnesota, l93ti .
2 Howard J . Badgley, "Supervisory Practices 1n
Ohio Counties , " Master's Thesis , University of Cincirµlati .
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CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF GEN.b:ftALLY .ACCEPTED SUPERVL::iUHY PRAC'I'IC S

"A sound pr actice is predicated u pon a sound
principle . "

A principle is an underlying gene r ali-

zation which h as been substantiated by tacts , by
controlled observations or by exper1mentat1on. 1

The writer, then, concludes that supervisory principles are those generalizations that h ave been established es a result of a series of controlled observ ~tiona
and experiments tha t havo to do with the machinery end
the purpos e of supervision .

The se generalizations

tend to g ove rn the procedures ot supervision.

The

controlled observations and the experiments that have
to do with it always precede the formation of p rinciples
and precedes the cataloguing of practices ot super-

vision 1n dynamic supervisi on .

The instability of human

n ature and the nature of l earning as 1t is practiced ,
nullifies the for.nat ion

or h e r d

with rega rd to supervision .

end fast principles

These principles re pres ent

the accepted techniques, the best methods and the mm t

C
1 Hollis C. Coswell and Doak
urriculum Development, p . 88 .

s.

Campbell,

15

practical procedures tor improving the conditions of
teaching end le arning .
Different writers 1n the field of supervision

h a ve exp ressed different views on supervisory methods
as they have to do with the teacher- pupil learning
situbtion .

Any principle or set of principles thAt

ere established ~re molded ond conditimed by the
aims of the activity.

It follows then that any

principle of supervisio n woUld be oonditioned· by tho
aims of sup er vision .

Supervision cannot in the

broader sense be defined µ1 terms

or

the techniques

that it uses; but rather in terms of the purpose for
which 1t is used. 1 The writer holds that the teacherpupil le arning situation embodies at least four areas
1n which a sup ervisor might work:

n emely, i mproving

pupils ' work habits, 1mprov1ng the teacher 1n service ,
improving materials of 1nstruct1<n , and improving
methods of procedure .
It 1s to be kept 1n mind that the techniques or

practices that a re used have as their aims the effective
accomplishments of the four purposes that are stated
above .

1 T. H. Briggs, Improving Instruction, P • 2.
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Improving Pupil ' s Work Habits .
subject of this section

or

The immediate

the Chap ter c arries with

it two very important implications .

In tho first

pl ace, it implies that le a rning is oond1t1oned by
actual participotion on the p art of the pup il .
Second, it reveals that the individual method of
doing things repeatedly 1s connected with learning
to operate on the h abit level .

The suporv1s or must

h ave extensive knowledge of tho way in which learning

t akes place a s well a s the cause of inefficient
lea rning .

The child possesses a very high degree of

adaptability and capacity for learning during the
en tire development period.
It 1s then the teacher ' s responsibility to put
into use such methods that will develop proper work
habits .

The impr ovement of pupils ' work habits is

predicated upon the oonditims tha t surround the
school personnel , sohool curriculum, and the general
conditions of the learning situation.

Through

skilful guidance the pupil will learn to master effective
habits of work end study. 1

l A.

s.

Barr,

w.

Supervision, p . 590 .

H. Burton and L. J. Brueokner ,

17

or

The ba91c principles underlying tho gonerel rules
study have been eumm&r1zed by Barr1 as follows:
l.

D1otr1l:>utod pr, ct1oe is more ottoctivo thon
concentrated practice .

2.

Learning by wholes is more etfoot1ve then learning the losson by parts .

3.

Reactions aooompan1ed by aat1afy1ng ettecta
are more quickly learned than th 030 a.o-

oompan1ed by d1ssat1sfact1on and annoyance .
4.

Pupil interest 1n an activity oannot be secur d

unless the child c an suooesat'ully tunction 1n
that a.otivity .
5.

Moan1ngless material 1s s ooner ~orgotten than

meaningful material .

o. Reactions ao_uired 1n one situation tend to
tranater to an(.,ther situation; evacyth1ng else
being e qual , that method

or

instruction is

best which secures a ~aximum amount
7.

or

s preed.

Demonstration end active pert1c1pat1on ere
often su~er1or to v~rbal deoor1pt1ons in le arning .

a.

Functionally taught subject-matter 1s longest
retained end oas1e~t applied.

l A.

P• loo .

s.

Barr , Introduot1on to Soient1.t'1c Suporv1s1m,
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With this clear-cut statement of the Laws of Learning 1n mind. the supervisor must formul a te a set

or

principles th twill work best 1n a particular situation.
A principle is an underlying basis or every technique ,
and every practice used must be deduced fran some
principle .
Some principles of supervision have beon gathered
from v arious sources that have to do with the improvement of pupil 's w:>rk habits.

These principles are

listed below:
l . Use activity units ot life-like experiences

that pupils themselves plen and carry out 1n
an endeavor to solve a problem of velue . 1
A typical analysis of the techniques

r

teaching

and le .,rning in the .field of spelling established

this principle:

2 . Organize the conditions tor study and work
so that every sense er gon that it 1s possible
to employ may be brought into the learning
situation. 2

l A. s.
Supervision,
2 A. s .
Supervision,

Barr, i . H. Burton and L. J . Brueckner,

.p . 590 .
Harr, Introduction to ~c1ent1fic

P• lOtl .

19

From the analysis of the teaching of writing the
following principles ere set ups
:3. In evecy learni ng s 1tuat1on, whether motor or

ment·a1,. the condition must contribute to ease
1n performance , fao111tate development ,. and

aid the general health of the 1ndiv1dual . 1
4 . Environmental conditions du.ring study end work
periods should be so controlled es to obviate
unwholesome influences .

Barr, Burton, and Brueckner 2 in their book,
Supervision_, outline a number of procedures that tend
to improve pupils' work habits .

The practices , 1n

brief, are stated below:
l . Place pupils in work groups tha t II' esent a

marked degree of homogeneity, either 1n age,.
ability, achievement or according to interest
or aptitude .

2.

ake provisions for the individual characteristics

or

pupils .

3. Effect an organization

or

material of instruct-

ion t nat will fa cilitate pupil ' s working with it .

l R. N. Freeman, nPrinciples and Methods 1n Teaching
\\r1t1ng as Derived from Sc1ent11'1c Invest1gct1on, "

Chapter I.
2 Barr , Burton and Brueckner , .2.2..• -.c1 t., p . 602- 634.

4 . Re- emphasize grades as a motivating tactor and
stress accomplishments .
5 . Strive to correct physical, emotional and environ-

mental factors interfering with learning •
• Tiegs outlines five broad principles that may be
applied to the improvement or pupil's work habits . l
1 . Units of work end work activities should

interest and challenge pupils; in other words ,
they should be so vital as to result in
satisfactory efforts end port1c1patiai .
2 . They should provide tasks which can be under-

stood end pursued more or leas independently
by the class as a whole , as a group or as an

individual.
3. They should provide opportunity for part1ci-

petion, cooperation, and contribution .
4 . They should provide sutfic1ontly so that pupils
may have opportunity to cbooso , purpose ,
achieve , and evaluate the success with which the
worthwhile objectives set up have been attained.
5 . They should provide for sufficient evaluation by
pupils and teachers .
1 Ernest w. Tiegs, Management of Learning in
Elementary Schools, p . 39

Bl

In establishing the se principles end practices
Tiegs ~oints to the tact that the nature of the materials
of instruction can ~d should contribute 1n a positive
way to the improvement of pupils' work h a bits .
Inprovlng Teachers In Service .

The title of

this section makes two :fundamental implica tions.

The

first ls that all teachers 1n service, experienced or
inexperienced, are in need of prima ry training or retre sber courses 1n supervisory practices, and the
second is tha t it is one of the funct1ms of superv1sicn
to tra in teachers in service .

A

review of the opinions

of experts in the field of supervis1am points to the
fact that every important condition attending the
preparation, appointment and salaries of teachers
contemplates improvement after apoo1ntment .
Teaching is a very intricate activity , it demands
many powers end abilities .

It is hardly possible to

overestimate the importance of the teacher 1n the business of learning .

hooncmloally c onsidered the writer

has observed that 88 per cent of the money spent for

education, atter the building is erected , is used for
teachers' salaries .

From the stand901nt of in!'luence

the teache r ls the community ' s leader, the c ommunity
pattern, and the community's oracle .
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The teacher brings more to each teaching situation
then her method of teaching 1n the conventional way.
In fact she brings her whole self into teaching and 1t

is h nrdly possible to differentiate 1n a fundamental way

between a teacher ' s method in a classroom and her way of
dealing with people in general .

Some problems of human

relationship ot the teacher involve nothing more than
ordinary problems of relationship applied to the
classroom. 1
Any improvement progrmn f cr a teacher in service

must concern itself with the improvement of the speo1f1c
abilities of the individual 1h the light of her being
a teacher .

These abilities fall in seven categories . 2

l . The teacher's physical fitness .

2 . The teacher's professional equipment .
3.

The teacher ' s academic prepqr aticn .

4 . The teacher's personal fitness .

6. The teacher's mental capacity .
6 . The teacher's emotional stability and maturity .

7 . The teacher's social adjustment and ability to
work with others .

1 Barr, Burton and Brueckner, op . cit., p . 339
2 Ibid. • p . 338

Whstever is done to improve teachers 1n service
must take into consideration the abilities of the
teacher and apply to them the Laws of Le arning.

~ome

principles of ler rning, teaching and supervision,
applicable to the training of teachers in service

are:l.
1.

Good supervision like good teaching is
goal centered and purposeful.

2. Interest , satisfaction and success are
important factors 1n learning to teach.

The

method employed 1n training te&ohers 1n
service should promote favorable attitudes
towards supervision, teaching end learning

to tee.ch.
3 . The interest, needs and oapao1t1es of teachers
are dif'ferent .

Tm means , methods and

materials of supervision should be adapted to
the individual diftorenoes 1n teachers .
4.

Les.rning is reacting end precedes from the
critical enalysia , organization and generali-

z ation of experience .

No profunotory rout1re

observatiai. of teaching, reading or attendance

at lectures or performance or te&chirtg act
will train teachers effeotively .

l ~ . , pp . 660- tio4
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5. Good supervision like ~ood teaching employs
problem solving as an important method of
learning.

Te achers should be encouraged

to study systematically the everyday problems
of t e aching and devise wherever possible
bett_e r means, methods and materials of
instruction.
6 . Knowledge of progress is an 1m~ortant cond1t1m
for effe ctive learning to teaoh.

Supervisors

should ass1at teachers 1n the d evelop~ent

~

instruments for the measurement of te ac ~
ability and 1n setting suob stand crds

or

attainments are necessary for the appraisal
of the teacher's progress 1n learning to teach .
The broad principle s jus t laid down mu s t find
expression 1n a number of devices and practices that
h ave to d ~ directly with improving the teacher 1n
service .

There are in general three types of devices
available for the training of teachers 1n sorvice . 1

1 . Devices depending in the main u pon .verbal
methods of presenting ideas .
2 . Observational devices , and

1 Ibid., P • 684.
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3 . Direct contact learning devices .
There are rive types of verbal devices thot are
l

c ommonly employed • namely:

1 . Individual oonterence,
2 . Teacher group conference ,

3 . Bulletin end h andbooks ,

4 . Directed reading, end
6. Instituticn el course work .
There ere two type s of observational devices that
are employed 1n trai ning te achers 1n servi ce. 2 The
first are these that involve the direct observation c£
teaohing a s might be effe cted through a demmstration

lesson.

The second are those that involve the direct

observatiai s thr rugh the use ot visual aids es might
be effected through moving pitoures , exhibits , and
museum

material .

Besides the verbal and observational devices there

are about five o ther devices that tall in the category
of directed le arning devices . These dov1ces 3 are:
l . Te acher participa tion 1n the formation

or

instructional plans end policies .
2 . Te a cher partic1p at1cn in making the oolX' s e

or

study .

1 Ibid., p . 684 .

2 Ibid. , p. 684
3 Ibid ., P • 691

thew;: R.- Banks Library
Prairie View Univers ity
Prairie View, T x a,,
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3. Teacher participation in the choice ot
instructional material .
4 . Teacher participation 1n the formulaticn <£
criteria by which teaclling may be evaluated, end
5 . Teacher participation 1n educational problem
solving.
The Eight Ye erbook ot the Department of Superintendence outlines five types ot aids that might be used
within the school organization to improve teachers 1n

service: 1

{l) teachers' institutes, (2) teachers•

meetings of various kinds , (3) demonstratim schools,

(4) self improvement outlines . end (5) experimentation.
Improving Instructional Material .

The supervi-

sor can help a teacher to select materials for instruction by setting up criteria which will direct their

choices .

Nine criteria, that serve as guiding princi ples have been seleoted. 2
1 . The selection of instructional ma.terlals in
terms of their bearing upon experiences

or

problems being considered by the group .
2 . The selection of' material that leads to an under-

standing of fundamental ooncepts end generaliza-

"
l E
Aids to
2 Ibid • , p • 2 7 J

artment of Su er1ntendenco,
n the School System; p . 273.
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tions that give power to meet new situ tions.
3 . Seloot1on of materiel ithin the range c.t the
pupils' understanding - seloot1on trom r al
situations on the level or the ch1ld•s under~tanding end 1n accord

1th his 1nterast .

4. Selection of materials t h at provide tor

1nd1v1duel growth through group aotiv1t1es.
&. The

aolect1on

or

and use ot mat-er1 al.a o-t

instruction to holp children 1n turn to grow
1n selt direction and 1n choice and evelust1m

or

moter1al.

6. rl'be selection ot material noting basic purposes
tor which~ mator1al hos been developed ond
tooting its validity in tho l1gnt ot known
truth and toots .
7 . Dirteront1at1on 1n the seloot1cn of mntorinls
by those having pe~onont value ond those

concerned with temporary or passing intorest .
8 . Selection should provide tor a bolonco ond vor1oty

or

material .

9 . Selection or material having appropr1oto
J:18Chan1cal moke-up thot w111 f e.o111tato tho uso

ot it .
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The supervisor can use various means to lll1lke
teachers aware of the educational value of concrete
materials and might stimulate them to use the new
material of 1nstructim . to improve the na terial that
is already 1n hand .

The following methods are re-

commended to be followed to improve 1nstruct1ona1
material.

l

1 . Exhlbits . The supervisor can arrange exhibits
of supplies 1n sane centrally ·
located place . Publishers• exhibits at teachers• conventions and
elsewhere are other means ot making
tea chers aware of the existence
of new and improved materials .

2 . Material bureaus. The supervisor oan make .
-~nilable for teachers on their
re quisiti cn collections or various
kinds of materials suoh as slides,
books, pictures and the like which
the ordinary teoc.her can not col::S ct
unaided.
3 . Surveys of community . The superviscr can assist
teachers g r eatly by making a systematic
survey of the pl aces in the community
which are suitable for excursions and
tor illustrative purpcs es, 1n oonneot1on with the study of social institutions and occupst1m s . The attention
or teachers can be called to places
of historical interest and natural
beauty.

4 . Interv1s1tat1 on. If teachers are given the opportunity to study the kinds of matvr1als
used 1n other schools and ol osses 1n
terms of their value to children. ~he

1 Barr, Burton and Brueclmer, op. cit., pp . 774- 775 .
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ordinarily have been led to introduce
new kinds or equipment 1n their own
ol ; ssr oms. Reports or observations
by representative teachers h ave also
been found to be very tru1ttul.
5. Demonstrations . In meny school systems the
supervisor or other toachors demonstrate for groups or teache rs the use
of new end old material . Wise supervisors usually have a succesoful
teacher or a t eacher with an impr oved
technique to bring demonstrations to
the group.
6 . Study groups . It is often helpful to organize
study groups r1 teachers who wish to
increase their skill in the use ot new
kinda of material . Such groups c an
also make a systematic appraisal of the
available supplies and equipment with
a view to the elimination or unsotist actory materials and the reoomm.endation of the purch~ee of additional
supplies .
7 . Experimental studies . The supervisor should encourage the te achers tom ke experimental stud.J.es ot the value or new
kinds or materials .
Tho writer observed th£t a number or writers 1n the
field

or

supervision. regarded the physical plant as part

of the instructional materi 1, ~nd advised that the
entire plant should be s o maintain, d that the ha elth of
the pupils and their work habits woul d at ell times
approx1mato a desired standard.
Improving the Method or Procedure .

The writer

does not intend to assimilate only the data that tend to
advocate a p>rt1culor method of procedure; rather, it
intendod to gather such data as would reve al certain

js
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weaknesses 1n commonly u sed prooeduree and note t ho

met hods that h ave been u sed to correct the s e c ond1t1cns
by supervisors .

l.ny met. od, by on1 n cme, i s a poor

method when 1t violatoo tbe Laws

or

Learning. 1

A

supe rvisor shculd bo sensitive to the weaknes3ee or a
teacher end u se every available meens to remedy the
oond1t1oo.

It io found thot the direct approach to

1.Clpr ovement of a teocher' s method may mve been used to
no avail.

'!'he direct approach tends to tind ex.

press1on 1n d irect cr1t1c1sm

or

a teschor'e teobn1que,

which the teacher will e ttempt to detend.
Briggs

2

T. H.

points out the danger of being arbitrary and

d1otator1al 1n dealing with dub1oua teachers and goes
on to 11st some approaohos that ere more feasible.
Leadership at its best u soa a minimum number
or arbitrary commands and a maximum amount
ot skilled ond tacttul assistance. - ~ore
1s tho ooccs1on ror the oommanding methcd
of leadersh ip. Reavy rol1anoe on the
method of commend usuolly 1nd1oatos a
f s 1lure to anticipate dU'f1oult1oa by
t he loader•••• The sk1llod leader
employs o v ariety of apor oaohes in
ottering advioe .
The suggesticni

"It I were y ou •••• ••• "

The question; "Have you evor tr1vd ••• 'l"
The reference; "liow 1n Rochester they ••• u

l Barr, Burton, Druocknor, 2.£• cit ., p .

2 T. H. Briggs, op. c1t., p-;3'7o-;-

- -

s.
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The reminiscence: "I h ad good luck once by. ·• n
The recsll: "Do you remember the lesson
we saw • ••.. ?"
The anecdote: "Did y ou ever hea r the story
about •• • •• • • 1"
The above sugge stions are intended to be used 1n conference with a te bcher whose classroom vork has been
observed or one who has sru.ght help from the supervisor .
The majorit y ot teachers • meet ings should be devoted
to improvement of instruct i o n .

l

Directed visitation and well demonstrated lessons
are too often neglected or discarded as v aluable methods
for improving instructions.
A

2

review of tho practices of supervision that tend t o

improve the four areas 1n v.h1ch a supervi sor might work3
has reve •led the follOI 1ng facts:
l . That a p articular technique is no better t hen
the use that is made of it.
2 . The use that is mcde of a practice depends
upon the ability of the supervisor to
sense a situatt on end meet its challenge
with appropriate procedures .

l T . H. Briggs , ~ • c1t., P • 370.
2 Ibid.
3

ma:.
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CHAPTER III

PRACTICES AS CARh IED ON IN THE
S.t!.LECTED SCHOVLS OP EAST TEX/ili

THE SUPERVISORY

In the writer's attempt to analyze the thesis
,. problem 1n chapter I, it was found thot overy school
had some degree or supervision.

However, there seem

to be need ror better organization and administration
of supervisory practices .

This was plainly brought

out after having studied the practices.

This was

practices c arried on by the principals, supervisors,
and superintendents.
The study also showed what supervisory practices
were used to improve the teacher-pupil learning
situation, principal-teacher practices carried on 1n
the various schools, the effect they had on the
te aching force and sohool as a whole.

The supervisory practices found 1n the schools of
East Texas v ary 1n effectiveness because of the many
differences .found in location and organization.

The

schools studied give a wide range of differences 1n
supervisory practices; for example:

differences 1n

time of holding te achers' meetings , difference 1n the
kinds o.f techniques used in counseling teachers.
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The errectiveneas or the use of any particul&r
supervisory activity 1s predicated upon tho nature

of the school or schools 1n which the practice is
carried on .

Not only should the supervisory program

be flexible from school to school , but provisions
need to be mode within the school in order that there
will be a degree of flexibility 1n its execution .
The Nature of the Sixty Schools Surveyed.

It

is stupid to set up an organization, however right it
is theoret1ce.J.ly, or however logioel it may look on
paper and then inflexibly preserve it despite the
difference and the change 1n personnel . 1 A study then
of the supervisory pr ctices 1n the schools of East
Texas will be clearer if we have first a comprehensive
picture of the conditions surrounding the development
of the supervisory program.

In Table I 1s a report

or

the conditions concerning the nature of the schools
that the writerfeels will affect the effectiveness

or

a supervisory program.
No attempt has been made by the writer to catalogue
an exhaustive list

or

organizational conditions that

l T. H. Briggs, Improving Instruction, P • 65.

...
TABLE I. GENERAL N/i.TURE OF THE SIXTY SCHOvL-=> SURVEYr..D

Item

Number

Sohools in which the teachers are res ponsible to
the principal

59

Schools in which the principal is responsible for
the instruction throughout the school

52

Schools that furnish materials and supplies for
instruction

48

Princi pal helps teGchers to prepare daily progrom

39

Principal controls the recolIWlendation of teachers

30

Schools surveyed 1n Independent Districts

33

Schools 1n which time 1s sot aside for supervision

29

Schools surveyed in Common School Districts

27

Superintendent controls the recommendation of
teachers

24

Schools with a special supervisor

21

Schools 1n which the superintendent is responsible
for the instruction 1n the school
affect supervision.

8

Rather she has selected those

conditions that are definite determinants with reference
to the n ature of a supervisory program .
Of the sixty schools that the survey reached, it was
found that thirty- three were 1n Independent Districts and
twonty- seven in Common School Districts .

The independent
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school district has broad implications for supervision,
organization, and execution.

The Common School
Districts are established by the County Court . 1

The

districts are divided with reterence to popula tional
centers .

Such a system is under the direct control

or the County Board or Educrtion, which is composed
of the regular number or five members .

The County

Superintendent usually serves as secretary and advisor
fer the County Board.

They inspect the school , approve

expenditures but do not elect teachers .

The County

Bo~rd end County Superintendent act more 1n an advisory
capacity with reference to the local boord .

T"ne

Independent School District 1s on incorporated school
district or seven hundred or more inhebitants . 2

It has

a local superintendent and a seven member Board of
Education .

The superintendent dirocts the policies or

the school system.
Literature Used by Principals in Planning~
Supervis ary Program.• In Table II are shown the books
and magazines that are used by the principals as
supervisory guides .

The tact that so few books and

1 T. M. Trimble, Public School Laws of the State
of Texas , No . 413, 1941, PP • 56- 74 .
2 Ibid., pp . 76- 80 .

magazines were listed haa s1gn1t1cnnt implications .
It implies that the s1m1l ar1ty

or guide

materials

1n the ver1oua achoola might make for a coordinated

supervisory program.

'l' lu3µ! II.

LITERI.TURE USED BY PRINCIPALS II

L AH INO

A SUPERVIS RY PROGRAM

Articles Named

Frequency

Books&
uperv1s1on, Barr, Burton and Brueckner 4
lmfrov1ng Instruct1cn , 'l' . H. Briggs
4
Cnld Ps:ycnoiogy
3
~econdary l!:ducotion, Brooke
~
J ack nd Kives
2
hxtre, Curricular Activities
l
ogaz1nea:
Grade Tea cher
Instruqtor
~chool Exeout1vo
Readers Digest
~chool Review
li<iucation

~,xas Outlook

School and Soc iety
Total

14
10
9
7
7
4
4
3

75

According to the survey most ot tbe prinoipels

·nre using reterences on Su12erv1s1on by B rr, Burton

and Brueckner, Secondary Education by Brooke end
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Improving Instruction by Briggs.
V

In the magazine section the pr1nc1p l ones used
~aro the Grade Teacher and thc,Instru~tor.
The general plan of suporv1s1on used 1n tho

schools surveyed

as prod1ootod upon pr1nc1plos

advanced 1n these bDoka and m gaz1nea.
'l'ABLE III . 0 NERAL PLAN OF UPERVISIOU U ED I
SCHOOLS 'l'H T IBRE SURVEYED

Itom

No .

or

THE

Principals

Ao ua1nt teaohers with progr&Ill or supervision
Plen supervisory progrsm ooord1nctoly with

58

teachers

56

ade health survey ot community during the
lest to years

5&

ost supervisory aot1vit1es ere pertormed
during the school day

40

Made on economic survey
tho last two yeere

or

community during

4u

Plona supervisory program on bes1s of tests ,
ourveys, or other objec tive 1nstrumonta

46

Plan auporviaory program tor a yec.r er more

43

Requisition material tor improving 1nstructim

42

Sohool is a State Aid School

39

Follow suggestions
program

or

teaohors 1n planni11g

Plen the supervisory progrsn alone

31

16
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are shown the results ot the survey

In Table III .

that reflect the general plan of superv1s1c.n that is
used by the various principals.

Of the sixty principals surveyed, it was found
that from sixteen to fifty- eight showed a dispositi on
to supervise classroom activities, conduct tests, and
make economic and health surveys.

Around these find-

ings programs were built and objectives 1n the te och1ng
plans were set up .

F1fty.. s1x of them planned co-

operatively the supervisory program, and fifty-eight
principals acquainted the te a chers with the plane set
up .

Only sixteen preferred to plen their supervisory

programs alone.
Thirty-eight principals took time out during the
d ey to perform sane supervisory activity.
~

In forty-two s ch ools, materials tor instruction
are requis1t1med from the Bo~rd of Edu~ation on the
te achers' suggestions .
The Nature

ot

the Observations of Teachers• Work.

It is the intention

or

tho writer that supervision wl.11

be p~rceived as a procedural activity -- n ot static ,
but dynamic; not an end, but a means to an end.

What-

soever is done 1n the light of improving the pupil-teacher
learning situation must be bnsed on tacts.

In laying
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the broad plan for supervision, the writer recommends
that the use or tests, surveys and questionnaires.
However , nothing can take the place of en objective
observation of classroom work .

It is well to see

the teacher at work.
Table IV . on the follo.ving page gives the
nature and extent of classroom observation 1n the
supervisory prog1·ems in the schools of Bast Texas
It is found from
. the survey that fifty- three.
principals visit the teacners• clas s rooms .

Sometimes

the visits are inspectcral and sometimes the principal
is simply exercising his or her prerogative to walk
into the different rooms wit h an important air .
It is to be noted that twelve principals have
made it a policy to make visits to classrooms on calls
from the te achers .
Twelve principals participate 1n cl as sroom activities '4th/or by asking questions or by making
unique oontrlbut1ons or/and explanatory comments .
Twenty-eight principals make use
vm.en v1s1t1ng teachers ' clrsses .

or

a check list

Forty- five of the

principals use a ccmm.ercial check 119t, but the other
fifteen principals repare their own check 11st on the
basis of their alms .
Forty-five pr1nc1psls took miscellaneous note,s
during visits .
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TABLE IV. THE NATURE uF SUPERVISORY OBSERVATIONS FOUND
IN THE SIXTY SCHOOLS
Item

Number

Principal visits the teacher's cla ssroom

53

Evaluates supervisory plan by classroom
observations ·

52

Visits classroom only tor a definite aim
Truces note s during visitations
ako s an

visits

45

aocunru.letive record c:£ classroom
42

Discusses observations with te acher at the
end of the observation period
Makes a written report to teacher concerning observations

33

Has no set policy for classroom visitation

29

Has follow-up visits of each observation

29

Participates 1n class activities during
visitation

28

Takes a check list during visitations

28

Considers the physical conditions of the
classroom of primary importance

24

Considers the presence of learning materials
and tools or instruction of primary
importance

21

Makes visits only on call

12

Visits are unannounced

12

Considers the tesoher•e procedure of primary
importance

11
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l orty-two principals made accumulative records
of cl assroom visi ts ~ and thirty- six used the observ ations from the clossroo:u vis its to evalua te tho
supervisory program.

Notwithstanding the fact that

fift y-three p rincipals 1n the schools surve yed visited
t he tea chers' class rooms , only twenty- nine ot the
principals h ad a definite aim 1n view up on entering
tho classroom.
Thirty- six principals discussed their observations
with the teachers at the end of the period or at s ome
l ater period.

Thirty-three other princip als mede a

written report to the teachers concerning the obse rv ations .
Only twenty- nine principals made a follow-up
vi sit ot observations .

They seem to teel that to tell

t he teacher is all that is necessary or that it 1s
a s sumed that she follows with facility end success on
suggestions .
Upon entering the classroom different principals
center their attention upon d ifferent aspects of the
te acher- pupil learning s1tuat1 on .

Their observations

a re colored largely by the aspect that they judge to
be of p~ime importanc e .

Twenty- four pr1noipala reel

that the physical conditions of the classroom a s it
offects the pupils and the te achers are of prime

tt

••
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importance.

Twenty. one principals feel that the

presence end use of learning

DB

terial~ and tools of

instruction ere of prime importance .

Eleven pr1no1•

pals feol that the presence and use of learning
materials and tools
importance .

or

instruction are of prime

Eleven principals consider the teacher's

procedures of prime importance .

One ot the sixty

principals took a very categorical stand 1n the
matter and submitted with his questionna ire a

comment concerning the importance of the teacher 1n
the classroo n.
comment

alwas

The writer is including the following
stated:

Noth

g 1n the way of teaching equipment
1n the classroom is or more importance

thOD the teacher.

She is the only o.11ve

t h ing in the room.
She will influence
pupils \i. th her personality, her habits

and her ideals. If' the teacher has some
smell mechanical habit that is obvious
1n the room, the pupils will h rve those
same habits . My first oons1derat1on on
entering a classroom is nWhat is the 11
teacher doing and how 1s she doing it?
The Nature

or

Schools Surveyed .

Individual Conferences Pound 1n
Table

v.

,

gives the results of the

responses of principals concerning the individua l
conference as a part of the supervisory program.

..

,.
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TABLE V. THE N. TtJRE OF THE INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES FOUND
IN SOHOOLS THAT WERE SURVEYED

Item

Number

Individual conferences are more personal in
nature than group meetings
Principals who have individual conferences

56

with teachers

55

Conferences are a part of the su~ervisory
program

55

Conferences last fran twenty to forty
minutes

55

Conferences held in the pr1nc1pal's office

50

Conferences used to evaluate supervisory
program

43

Conferences are always called by the
principal

43

Conferences 1n which teachers talked freely

42

Number planning not more then ten conferences per teacher per year

22

Number planning from ten to twenty conferences per teacher per year

20

Conferences always follow each classroom
visit

20

Number planning more than twenty conferences per teacher per year
?lumber who sometimes hold conferences
purposely in teacher's classroom
Pr1ne1pols who have no set policy as to tilID

8
5

Principals whose conferences last less
than twenty minutes

o

9
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In the first pl aoe it is noted that the individual conference is the most commonl1 use supervisocy

The uses that ore made or it are revealed by

device.

the surve7 .

It shows that it is the mCB t effective

supervisory device .

All the principals have indi-

vidual conf'erences with teachers, but only fifty-five
make the oon!'erence a detinite part of a supervisory
program.
Every principal looks foward to conferences with
the teachers to the extent that det1n1te plans are
made for them.

Twenty-two principals plan not more

than ten to twenty conrerenoes with each tenchar per
year .

Nine Principals plan more then twenty confer-

ences per teacher per yeor.

The survey failed to

reveal whether the principals found it necessary to
have all the conferences tbat were planmd, nor did
it reveal whether the principals found that more cno.ferences were needed than had been plonned.
The length of oonterenoes among the principals
harbor very significant 1mpl1cat1~ a .

No princ ipal

held conferences less than twenty minutes long .
Thirty- rive held conferences frcm twenty minutes to
forty minutes .

Five have no set policy for determining

the length or the conference .

The length wwld be
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determined by the nature of the conference .
It is significant that forty- three prinoipals
use the individual conference to evaluate the supervisory progrom.
T'ne oonterences 1n all the schools are called
by tho principals.

In forty-three instances tm conferences are
held in the principal's office .
Eight principals mke it a point to hold conferences in the teachers • classrooms.
Forty-two principals feel that the teaohere talk
more freely 1n conferences than they do in group or
depcrtmental meetings .
Teachers • Meetings As A Supervisory Davie e .
Mass instruction 1s to pupils what the teachers' meet-

1ng or group conterenoo is to the teacher.

Every

time a group of teachers is assembled together with

the principal or some one else presiding , it can not
be termed a teachers• meting in the supervisory sense
of the word.

A supervisory teacher's meeting is a

planned activity, based on an obvious need that eminates
from the lack of 1ntegrat ion on the part

or

the faculty,

on a desire to stimulate teachers to aece~t their
responsibilities and/or on the necessity of having
teachers agree on methods that will get the best results .
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Like cla seroo~ teaching, they may range trom complete
dominance and direction by the leader to cooperative
planning end activity leading to a desired end.
Table VI gives the n ature end type of teachers'
meetings that ere held 1n the schools that were
surveyed.
TABLE VI. A SUWARY OF THE REPORT FROM THE SCHOOLS

SURVEYED CONCERNING TEACHERS' MEETINGS

Item

:Frequency

Schools 1n which the principal. is res ponsible tor teachers' meetings
Meetings are trom 30 minutes to 60 minutes
long
Keetings are held at the close ot the
school day
Teachers ' meetings are compulsory
Plan teachers' meet1J8 s 1n a series
Live discussions sometimes hold teachers
past adjournment time
Hold administrative and professional
meetings separately
Have a regular s chedule or teachers•
meetings
Meetings are held tour tine s per month
Meetings are held twice per month
Plan professional meetings cooperatively
Meetings are held once per month
Have no policy tor holding meetings
Meetings are rrom 60 minutes to 120
minutes long
Keetinga are held during the school day
Meetings are held at night

57
52

50

47
43

42
38

37
18
18
16
12

12
8
7
3
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In all the schools that were surveyed, the

-

principal 1s responsible tor tho teaohora' mootings.

In tii"ty- f'ive schools attendance at teachers'
meotings is oompulsory.

The rocain1ng f'ive pr1no1-

pals said 1n oubstance that they depended upon the

report of the faculty end prof'eosional morale to
insure attend&noe .

Forty- two principals reported

that live d1ecuss1om sometimes kept teaohoro in
meetings p ost tho adjournment hour.
The timo set tor holding meotings v r1ed.

Some

meetings wsre held ot the noon hour, but mo3t of them

were held 1mmod1ately af'ter the closo of school 1n the

afternoon, and a tow at night.

The number of' times

held per month renged from one to four.

In most cases

administrative and proteas1onal moetings wore held
Sl)arotoly.
The time that meotings were held ranged tran

twenty minutes to two hours .

Forty-three principals planned meetings 1n a sorios .
It is worthwhile to note that the forty- three principals
thot plenned meetings in a series are included 1n tho

th1rty-soven principals who h ave a reguiar schedule fer
teeohers t imet1ngs .
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Other Means

or

Supe~v1s1on .

in connect1cn

with classroom observations , teachers• meetings , and
individual conferences , there are other

111

ans that

may be used by the principal or suggested to the
te acher by the principal that tend to improve the

le arning si tuatiai •
d ata

r

These me ans may be used to gather

r teachers ' meetings, to draw the prin~ipel's

attention to some particular wea.kn&ss that he might
focus his attentions on during classroom visits or
t o pr ovide subject matter for an individual conference .
Table VII on page 49 gives an analysis of the
principals' uses of these selected miscellaneous
supervisory practices .
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TABLE VII. A SUMMARY OF OTHER MEANS OF SUPERVISI<N

THAT ARE USED BY THE PRINCIPALS IN THE

SCHOOLS SURVEYED
Item

Frequency

Teachers are required to turn in lesson
plens er course outlines

53

Teachers' help utilized 1n preparing
curriculum baaed en community survey or
test

62

Bulletins used tor routine announooments

46

Teachers are urged to subscribe to
professional magszines

45

Bulletins used to give explanations
polioiee

or

41

Bulletins used to direct teachers to
special teaching methods

40

Principal arranges demonstration lessons
f or teachers

37

Test records are available to teachers

36

Curriculum revisions are based on test
t1nd1nga

35

Cummul.ative record kept of test results
of children f-rom year to year

34

Pupils given tests of learning ability

32

Pupils given an achievement test
Teachers attend workshops , institutes or
conventim s for the purpose of improving

methods

. 31

so.
TABLE VII. A SUW4ARY OP OTHER MEANS OF SUP.ERVI~I H
TH !1 AftB USED BY THE PRINCIPALS IN THE

SCHO LS SORV YED (CONTINOED)

Item

Fre quency

Teachers v1s1t 0th.er teachers at work

30

Records kept or 1nst1tutea snd conventions
attended by the teacher

2ij

Standardized testing program used as a
supervisory device

28

Schools contain professional libraries

24

Roport required of 1nter-te5ch&r visits

21

Teeohers arrange demonstrational lessons
for other teachers

14

Pupils given a background teat

14

-

Bea1dea the foregoing supervisory praot1oes.

other meons

or

supervision were u s ed• such e~ use

or bulletins. professional magasines. course out-

lines requirements, 1nterv1s1tat1ona, etc.

P1fty-t1ve principals urged their teachers to
subscribe tor professional magazines, forty-two
ut111zed teachers' help 1n preparing ourriculum based
upon a community survey.
Thirty- six schools have a professional library
and teachers trom forty- two schools attend workshops
and 1not1tutes a

retresher courses.
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The lesson plen remains popular as a device 1n a
supervisory program as revealed by the tact that fiftyone principals require teachers to turn 1n plans or
course outlines .
In thirty- seven or the schools the principals arranged demonstrations for the teachers .

There ~ere

fourteen instances in which teachers arranged domonstration lessons for other teachers.

It is interesting to

know the fourteen schools in ~hi.th demonstration

lessons were given were supervised by principals

mo

were interested 1n giving demonstration lessoil8 them-

selves .
Use Prinoipels Make of Supervisor:;, Pr ctioes .
From that portion or the survey 1p which the principals
were asked to st te br i e~iy two uses thet were made of
of a selected 11st or supervisory activities, forty- six

workable samples were received .

The data that are

presented belo.v were g thered from the questionneire
as we·1 1 as from this special list .
1 . Planning e. long time program

ot supervision

teachers:
Thirty-tour replies were made · as to the use~
tho activity .
2 . Classroom visits:

52

Observing health conditions
Observing teaoh1ng procedures
Evaluating the te acher

36
34

14

3 . Individual oonf"erences:
Offer personal suggestions about work
Develop en understanding
Correct te achers already observed
Let teachers criticize suggestions
Let teacher justify herself

12
11
7

7
3

4 . Teachers • meetings:
Give a general explanation of policies
To train teachers

38
2ti

5 • Bullet ins c

As a guide 1n curriculum changes
Oet te aching devices

38

24

6 . Preparing course outlines end course
of study:

Provide· for individual difference
Establish an area of learning

3
2

7. Using a testing program:
To appraise pupils

To appraise tho school program

a.

33
3

Demonstration lessons by tho principal:
Observe teacher's ability to observe
Give guidance 1r, methods

36
12

9 . Demonstration lessons by teachers:

Show that it c an b e d one by a
teacher
10. Directed readingi
To bring te s cher 1n contact with
new methods

1

1
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As shown 1n outline on pages 51 and 52, ten

uses were made of supervisory practioes .

Partici-

p ation ranged i..n trequenoy ot importance as follows:
1. Classroan visits , 2 . Teachers' meetings ,
3. Use of bulletins, 4 . Individual conferences ,
5. Demonstration lessons by principals, 6. Use of

testing progri:uns , 7 . Flann1ng a long time program,
and the others. of lesser importance .

Emphss1s is shown to have come from cooperative

planning FJDd following up of supervised programs as
indicated by areas of greatest participation .
Teachers' Report of Supervi sory Practices . In
connection llillth the sm-vey an extra sheet was attached and directed to the teachers 1n the school .

The

intentions were to determine what the teacher thought
of the value ot the different supervisory practices
that the principal used.

It would reve al also whether

or not the teacher recognized certain supervisory
pr actices .

Table VIII gives the summary of the re-

s ponses from the teachers .
From the responses from the teachers it is evident
that they recognize the presence of a supe rvisory program .

In some instances the teachers recognized some-

thing that the principal of the same school said that
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TABLE VIII. TEACHERS' REPORTS OF SUPERVISORY
PRACTICES

Prevailing Supervisory Practices

Teachers' Opinions or preva111ng Supervisory t'r a ctioes

Pr ovide Course
lle.ter1a1

Valuable

32

Ordinary

15

Bulletins

Uset'ul

38

Limited

13

Supervisor Plans

~teneive

39

Co:nmonpls oe

12

Observes Teachers

Definite

39

Passable

12

Uses Standardized Test

Effective

29

Pass able

ll

Te achers• Meeting

Valuable

32

Passable

10

Individual Coni'erences

Valuable

41

Passeble

9

Principal Holds
Demonstrations

Ettective

32

Passable

8

Principal Directs
Professional Study

Effective

42

oderate

7

Te achers Hold
Demonstrations

Effective

33

Passable

6

they did not h ave .

The writer judges that teachers are

prone to be very flattering conca rn1ng what the principal
is doing.

A

more reliable response might have been

obtaimd had the questionna ire to the te eoher been direct
to her r ather than routed through the honds
principal .

or

the
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In the present chapter_ the writer presented tm
f a cts as revealed by the survey .

No attempt was

m de to justjiy or criticize what the principals did
in a supervisory capacity.

Cr1t1o1sms and recommendations

for improvement will be made in the succeeding chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
RECO

NDATIONS FOR DIPROVEHENT OF SUPERVISION IN SELECTED
SCHOOLS OF EAST 'l'EXAS
Recommendations tor the improvement ot auperv1s1on

and supervisory practices 1n the selected schools ot
East Texas will be drawn out

or

the principles that are

regarded a s the genera11y accepted criteria for supervision.

The writer sha:11 rely heavily on the B1ghth

Yearbook of the Department

or

Superintendence,

Supervision by Barr, Burton and Brueckner, and Improving
Instruction by Briggs.
The Nature ot the Schools.
oo~cerning the nature

or

The recommended changes

the org nization of the sohool

are not purely supe"1sory practices, but there are some
conditions that are necessary prerequisites tor the
establishment of a sound supenlsory program.

'l'he re-

commendations below will tend more than anything else
to correct oondlt1ons that stand 1n the way ot sound supervision.
l. The principals should 1n every instance be
held responsible tor instruction throughout
the school.
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"A school is organized that 1t may be
adm1n1ste:..•ed; it is administered that it

may be 1nstructed.nl
The principal is the administrator
therefore he is responsible tor the
instruct1ai .
2 . The pr1nc1pal should control the recommenda-

tion for teacherB .
3 . All principals should so arre.nge their
schedules tha t they will h ave time to supervise the work 1n the school.
The increasing importance

2
the .princ1pal as a

or

supervising expert is a marked trend in educationel
pract ice , _as well as in theory .

1. The principal shall bo responsible

for the improvement of teaching,
in the school ot

2.

\'\h 1oh

he 1e the he ad.

The most important work or the principal
is the improvement
by the

improvement

or

teaching, ae ~ arked

or le orn1ng of

the

pupils in his school.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.A

1 T. H. Briggs, Improving Instruction, p. 99.
2 George

c.

Kyte , How to supervise, p. 85.
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Literature Used by Principa ls in Planning a
Supervisory Program.

It is somewhat difficult for the

writer to make recommendations concerning particular
literature th ~t might be used in a supervis:>ry program.
It is found that some persons are more influenced by

certa in pieces of literature then others; some literature

1s more comprehensive to sane than to others .

The

writer wishes , nevertheless, to make specia l comment on
certain books that have been listed as being used .
1. Improving Instruction.
supervisors .

Briggs is a guide for

lie outlines definite patterns by

which a supervisor might proceed.
2 . A'greeter number of magazines should find a

pl ~ce 1n the schools .

These magaziI:e s may not

be listed as supervisory material but they do
c ontain material that will help any individual
in a supervisory cap~city.

The Plan of Supervision.
mental function of sup~rv1s1on. 1

Pl anning is a fundaEvery human activity

that really 1s intended to be effective 1s pl ~nned .
~1th reference to supervision there are some principals
l A. s . Barr, w. H. Burton, and BruecKner,
Supervision, P• 1 27 .

b9

who take the attitude that supervisicn should be a
mystifying activity. carried outside or the comprehension
of the f a culty.

The writer wishes

to

make the following

recommendations:
1 . A supervisory program should be planned for
a long period of time in order that certain
growths might be effected.
2. Pl:ns for supervision should be b a sed on
objectives dorived from surveys, tests
and planned observations. 1
3 . All te a chers should help to plen the
supervisory progre.m .

"The supervisory

program should be en expression

f

the

combined judgments of all the te chers,
principal , supervisors end othors who know
the needs of the pupils. n 2

4 . All principals should s o distribute their
time that they will h uve time for supervi-

sory duties.

"A te ching principal should

devote 35 per cent of his time to supervision
and a supervising principal should devote

60 per cent

or

his time to supervision." 3

l Barr, Burton, and Brueckner, 911· cit., p . 134.
2 Ibid., p . 134.
3 T":7i' • .t;riggs , Improving Instruction,· p. 98 .

The principals and all auperv1s1ng off1oers, should

determine their res't)ect1vo duties and reapona1b111t1e s
end plan their progrems
operative unity

or

or

supervision so th t co-

errort among ell supervisory egonts

mey be ro 11zed.t
Classroom Obsorvat1ona,

1th reference to vls1t1ng

ol ssr oms the writer wishes to meke the t ollo~1ng
reoom::iendet1 :n9 z
1. The princlpal should h avo a do1'1n1 te

ur-

pose upon entering a te acher's olaasrocm
ond should not abuso his t:.uthority ond
privilege to just drop in when be csreg
to do 30.

2. Pr1no1pals should not adopt an 1n!'lex1ble
policy ot olossroom visitation but should
lot the n uture of the situation be the
detorm1ning fact er.

2

3. The p .. 1nc1pal should take notes during the

obsorvat1on

or

the toacher•s work . a

-------------------l George C. Kyte, How to uupervise, P• 83.
2 Briggs, ..gp • ..Q.U., p. 231
3

!!2.!.s!• ,

p~ 32b
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4 . The principal should retrain from meking
an oral contribution during observation. 1
6 . Classroom visits should be planned end

prepared tor . 2
Individual Conterence. 3
1 . Conferences with teachers should always be
kept on a professional basis .
2 . Conferences should not be attempted when a

te cher is tired, neither should the
conferences become tiring because of length.
3 . Conferences should whon it is conven~nt,

be held in the teacher's classroom.

The

teacher tecls treer , will say whet she
means and the supervisor oan understand
things better .
4 . Principals should encourage teachers to ask

for a conference with the p rincipal when one
is needed.
The supervisor must have or cultivate o sympathetic
understanding, a helptul attitude, end a gracious menner .

In preparing tor the individual conference, every supervisor should examine himself critically, exemplify a
1 Ibid . , P • 32ti

2 Ibid. , Chapter XIV.
3 barr, Burton end Brueckner, J?~. _c1 t • , p. t3o7.
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good professional spirit, end show appreciation of the
te echera ' efforts .

1

Give practical guidance in improving instruction.
Teache rs' Meetings~
1 . A fundamental interest should be aroused in
the teachers .
2. The te achers should be able to see that the
meeting is plenned to help them meet recognized needs .
3. The past experiences and knowledge of the
te a chers which are per tinent to the discussion should be utilized fully .
4 . The new experiences in the meeting should
contribute directly to the body of professional subject matter needed by the te acher .
5 . Throughout the meeting, teacher participation and activity should predominate .
6 . Each te &cher in attendom e at the meeting
should be able to profit 1n some measure as
a result

or

her experiences in it .

7 . The meeting should close with a summar of points
and values .

L George c. Kyte, Bow to Supervise, p . 177
2 Ibid . , P • 212

a.

Never use a teacher's meeting to c a l l s
teacher or a group ot teachers on the
carpet.

9.

A principal should h ve a definite schedule

otteachera ' meetings .
16.

Teachers' meetings should be closed when
the rep ort and interest is high.

11. Teachers' meetings should be held when the

te achers ore physioelly toned to participate
1n such a meeting .
12. All teachers should share in the planning nnd

should participa te 1n the teachers ' meeting.
Some Other Means of Supervision.

1. All routine school matters sh uld be
teken care or by bulletins .
2 . Curriculum revisions and preparation should

be

n experience shared by the t s culty

and all eux1111ery agencies .
3. The principal should encourage teachers

to meke lesson plans to use end not
merely to turn in to the office .
The principal should moke supervisory use or the
course of study, literature deel1ng with curriculum construction, techniques or course-of- study making, selec-

tion of subject matter, improvement of teaohl.ng methods ,
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good professional ap1r1t, end show appreciation of the
te ochers' efforts.

l

Give practical guid nee 1n improving instruction.
Te ache rs' Meetings~
l. A fund6Illentol interest should be srouaed 1n
the te achers.
2. The te echors should be able to eeo that the
meeting is plenned to help them meet recognized needs.
3 . The pa~t ex~eriences end knowledge

or

the

te chers which ore pertinent to the d1acuas1on should be utilized fully.
4 . 'l'he new experiences 1n the meeting should
contribute directly to the body of professional subject matter needed by the te ochor.
6. Throughout the meeting, teacher p ortic1pat1on ond activity should predominate.
6. Each te cber in attendam e e t the meeting

should be able to prorit 1n some measure as
a result

or

her experiences 1n 1t.

7 • The meeting should close with a summar of po1nte

nnd volues.

L George

o.

Kyte, How t o ~u2orvise, p . 177

2 ~ . , P• 212
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s.

Never use a teachers' meeting to call a teacher
or a group

or

teachers on the carpet.

9. A principal should have a definite schedule of
teachers • m et1ngs .
10. Teaohers• meetings should be closed when the
report and interest is high .

11 . Teachers• meetings should be held

hen the teach-

ers are physically toned to participate in suoh

a meeting.
12, ill teachers should share in the planning and
should participate in the teachers•
Some Other Means

or

eeting.

Supervision.

1 . All routine school matters should be taken oare
of by bulletins.
2. Curriculum revisions and preparation should be
an experience shared by faculty and all
auxilllary agencies .

J. The principal should encourage teachers to make
lesson plans to use and not merely to turn in
to the orr!oe .
The principal should make supervisory use ot the cour e
of study, literature dealing
teohniques

or

1th curriculum construction,

oourse- ot- study making, selection ot subject

matter, improvement ot teaching methods, and similur topics
in evidence ot the course
l
teaching.

l ~

• • P• JO?

01

study as a .11Dans

or

improving

o4

CHAP ERV
SUMMARY

D CONCLUSION

In making a study of the supervisory practices
of selected schools of Bast Texas, one feet stod out in
bold relief; nrunely , all of the pr1ncipole attempted to
do s ome type of superv1sicn .

The variation in the

techniques and the procedures of the various principals
from school to school show that there was little or no
coordination 1n supervision 1n instances mere there
was not a special supervisor.
The schools thot were studied

types .

e re

or

two gene~al

They were either the common school d1str1ct or

the independent school district .

The State aid schools

in the common school districts are better supervised
than the schools in the independent districts .

The State

aid schools must come up to certain stand rds in every
department of the school .

These requirements are checked

by the state deputy, who acts as n sort of a supervisor .
The principals in the State oid schools ere conscious

or

the physical conditions of the classroom, they are
accustomed to give test , they make course outlines end
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Most principals observed the work of teachers,
as inspectors of conditions rather thsn as educational
diagnost1c1ens .

1hey have been reduced to the status

of a snoopervlsor, who is there merely to f1nd out,
rather then ono who is there to improve the learning
situation.

The pr1nc1pols should encourage teachers

to solicit
. visits from the supervisors ..
Most all of the principals have conferences with
tt>.e teachers .

Again the teachers do not feel enough

responsibility that would promote her calling th6 conference .

It is looke-lupon as a repr1mend1ng period of the

princi?ol's office .

Not enough evidence was reveled

that the principals prepared for the conferences nor did
they !hak forward to the ocnference with a definite aL:n
1n view.

Most of the teachers• meetings showed signs of
being planned sessions for both administrative and pro-

fessional II13.tters .

The teachers, showed interest in the

meetirgs because they often remain 1n session after
closing h ours .

most

or

the prinoipals have the adminis-

trative moet1ngs ·and the professional meetings sep rately .
For the most part the pr1nc1pels have the teachers'
meetings right after school .

Some writers believe that
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it 1s ill-advised to have zru,etings at that time .

The

teachers are tired and want to go home .
A representative number

or

the principals used

stendardized tests to measure the standing of pupils .
l esson plan 1s still t~e guide for good teachers .

The

iost

of the principals require that they be turned in.

In summarization the writer concludes th~t there is
room for improvement 1n the supervisory practices that
are c arried on in East Texas .

APPENDICES
Qaleat1onna1r•
Letter to Pr1no1pala
Annotated B1bl1ograph7
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A SURVEY OF SUPERVISORY PRACTICES AND ACTIVITIES
School._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Location.________
Number

or

Teachers._ _ __ Principal.__________

Below 1s a 11s t of questions that perta in to
supervisory practices that are common to most schools.
Opposite each question 1s spaced for the answer. Pler.se
1ndic· te Y,Our answers by underscoring the 11yes's 11 or/and
"no 1 s 0 or7~nd by f'1111ng 1n the blsnks .
I.

1. Is your school in an Independent District
or Common School District?
·
Ind.

c.s .D.

2 . Do you have a special supervisor for any
departments in your school? Which one?
Yes

No

3 . Is the principsl or the superintendent
responsible for the instruction
thr oughout the school?

Pr1n . Supt .

4 . Who controls the recommendation or
teachers?

Prin . Supt .

5 . Are all te uchers responsible to the
principal or the school?

Yes

6.

How much time do you have allotted for
supervision during the school d ay?

No
Min.

7 . Do you help teachers to prepare their

daily program?

8. Does the school furnish material end
suJplies for instruction?

Yes

No

Yes No

II. Pl ans for Supervision 9 . List two books or magazines thet you
re sd that help you in the planning of
your supervisory program.
10.

Do y ou plEn your supervisory program
for a year or more?

Yes

No
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u.

Have you made an eoonomio survey of
your community during the last two years? Yes No

12.

Have you made a heal.th suney ot your oom.munity during the last two years?
Yes

No

lJ .

Do you plan your supervisory programs on
the basis of test or surveys or other
objective instruments?

No

Yes

14.

Do you plan the supervisory program alone? Yes l~o

15.

Do you plan your supervisory program coor-

dinately with your teachers?

Yes

Ho

but on the suggestions from your teachers? Yes

No

16.

Do you plan your supenisory program alone

17.

Do you acquaint your teachers with your

program ot supervision?

Yes No

18.

Are most ot your supervisory activities
performed during the school day?

Yes

19.

Is your school a state aid school?

Yea No

20 .

Do you requisition material for improving

instruction?

III.

No

Yes No

Observation of Teacher' s Work -

21 .

Do you visit teachers • classrooms?

22.

~

2) .

Do you participate 1n class activities
during visitations?

Yes Mo

24.

Do

you take a check list on supervisory
visits?

Yes NO

25 .

Do you take notes during supervisory
visits?

Yes No

Yes

No

you make visits only after a notice ,
only on call, unannounced •isits, no set
policy?
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26. Do you make an accumul tive record of
cl assroom observations?

Yes

No

Yee

No

Yes

No

29 . Do you discuss your observations with the
teacher at the end of the observ• tion
period?
Yes

No

27 . Do you evaluate your superv:1s ory plan by

classroom observations?
28. Are all classroom visits for a definite

aim?

30. Do you mske written reports to te cchers

concerning cb serv ations?
31. Do you make follow- up visits o f each
observation?

Yes

No

Yea

No

32. Rate these three elements 1n the crder
of their import ance as you observe a
teacher at work: (a) physical conditions
of the room, {b) presence of learning

materials end tools of instructions and
(c) te a ching procedures.

IV . Individual Conference 33 . Do you have individual conferences with

teachers?

Yes

No

34 . Are conf'erences a part of yrur supervisory
program?
Yea

No

35 . ~hat is the average number of 00nferences

per year you plan for each te a cher?

3o. How

much time is alloted for each conference?

37. Do you evaluate your supervisory program
through revelations in conferences?
Yes

No

38. Are you more personal with your criticisms

during conferences than during group
meetings?

·

Yes

No

..
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39. Do conf'erences always tollc:w each cla ss
visit?
Yes

No

40. Who oalls the conferences - the pr1nc1-

pal, the teacher s, there is no set
policyY

41 . Are the maj ority ot the conferences 1n
Yes
the pr1nc1pal. 1 s office?

No

the majority of the conferences
•2. the teacher's
classrooms?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Are

1n

43. Do teachers t alk f r e ely during

conferences?

v.

Teachers ' Meetings -

44 . Do you h ave a regular schedule of

teachers ' meetings!

45 .

Are adm1nhtrat1ve and professional
meetings held seporately?

46 . Are profession al meetings cooperatively

planned?

Yes

No

47 . Bow long is the average te ochers'

meet1ngt

_

Min.

48 . It you have no regular teachers'

meeting schedule , about how often are
meetings held?

_ Pe r mo.

49 . v.b.at time of day ere meetings usually

held?

50 . Are Tea chers' meetings planned in a

series?

Yes

No

Yes

No

51 . Who is ultimately responsible for the

t~achers ' meeting?

52 . Is attendflnce at teacher's meeting

compulsory?
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55. Do live discussions sometimes hold teachers
past adjournment time?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

56. Do you make use or bulletins to give
explanations of policies?

Yes

No

57 . Do teachers help prepare the curriculum
based on community surveys or tests?

Yes

No

58. Are teachers encouraged to subscribe
to professional magazines ond books?

Yes

No

59 . Are teachers required to turn 1n lesson
plans or course outlines?

Yes

No

Do teachers attend institutes, conventions
or workshops for the purp03e of improving
their techniques or instruction?
Yes

No

VI . Other Means of Supervision 54. Do you meke u se of bulletins for routine
announcements'!
55.

oO.

Do you make use of bulletins to direct
teachers to special teaching methods?

til . Is a record kept of 1nst1t~tes and

conventions that the teachers attend?

Yes

No

62 . Is there a provision for professional
books in the school library?

Yes

No

63. Do you arrange demonstration lessons for
teachers?

Yes

No

tions ror other teachers?

Yes

No

Do you praot1ce having teachers visit
other teachers at work?

Yes

No

06 . Do you require a report of inter-teacher
visits?

Yes

No

64. Do you have teachers arrange demonstra-

o5.
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ti7, Do you carry out a standardized testing

program throughout the school as a
supervisory device?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

70 . If' so, did y cu give sn achievement test?Ye s

No

72. Do you revise y our curriculum or tune
y -.,u r te a ching to meet the findings 1n y our
test?
Yes

No

73. Do you keep an accumul ative re cord of
test results of cnildren from year to
year?

No

08. It so, did you give a background test?
69 . If so , did you give a test of leam1ng

ability?

Yes

VII . State briefly two uses you have made of each of
the following supervis ory activities that ere
listed below: Place an"x" before the ones thet
you d o not use a t all.

1. Planning a long time program of supervision

with teachers;
a.
b.

2. Classroom visits;
a.

3. Individual Conferences;
a.
b.
4. Teachers' meetings:

a.

b.
5 . Bulletins;
a.
b.

6 . Preparing oourse ou tl1nes end courses of study.

b.
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7. Using a testing program;
a.

a. Demonstration lessons by supervisor or principal;
a.
b.

9. Demons tration lesson by te a chers;
a.

10 . Directed re eding.
a.
b.

VIII. List end describe -any uni1ue supervisory actlv1t1ea
that you make use of in y our school .
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REP<RT OF THE USE AND V LUE vF SOPERVItiORY ACTIVITIES

School____________________ Date
(To be filled in by ate cher) Name:
--Below you will find E list~ ten supervisory practices that are commonly used by ~rincipals o f secondary
schools . 'rh,4;s 1uestionna ire intends to determine
whether tbs teachers recognize the u ~e of certain a ctivities and deter~ine their value from the teacner•s point
of view. If the cctiv1ty is not used by your principal,
pl ce an "x" 1n the bl nk following "a" . It the
activity is used underscore the one word et the end of the
item that best describes ~s value as a supervisory
activity .
1. The supervisor has a plan for year's ~ctiv1tiesi
(a)_ (b) extensive (c) commonpl ~oe (d) meager

2 . Observation of teacher's work:
(a}_(b) definite (c} pass Pble (d) indefinite
3 . Individual conferences:
(a)_(b) valuable {o) passable (d) insdequate

4 . Teachers' meetin •s:
(a) _(b) Valuable (o) ordinary (d) valueless

5 . Bullet ins:

(a)_j9b) useful
6 . Provision of

CD

(c) limited

(d) useless

urse-of-study material:

(a)_(b) valuable (d) ordinary

(d) inadequate

7. Uses the standardized or revised test and
measurements:
(a)_(b) effective (c) passable {d) ineffective
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8 , Demonstration lessons given b7 supervisor or
principal:
(a)_(b} effective

(o) passable (d) ineffective

9 , Demonstrations planned by the supervisor or
principal but given by a teacher;
(a)_(b} effective (c) passable (d) inetfective

10 . Encouragement of professional readng and study;
(a)_(b} effective

(c) moderate (d) meager
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C O P Y

Crockett, Texas
ay 2 , 1943

Dear Fellow Pr1nc1pols ond Teochers,
I am 1n the process or making o s tudy of the ouperv1sory prectioes thot re used by the pr1nc1pols 1n
aomo or the schools 1n East Texas . Your s chool has been
one !' the sch oola selected . All information will be
tre ted oa strictly conf'1dent1el. I em n t so interested
1n who 1s doing wh t aa I ~ interested -rn- n t io
bo1!!a, done .
It you osre to sign your n
the study 111
not be oft'ected. All persona mo respond to th request
below will be ent a copy or the oompiled survey in order
that they too might hove e picture ot supervision 1n
legro schools in ast rexas .

Enclooed you will fin, to be filled out , two aets
Ono set is to be filled 1n by tho
pr1nc!p l and the ct her et 1a to be filled 1n by eny
teocher that the pr1no1pal a lecte. Enclosed oleo is e
stamped ndd.ressed m velope to be used to return the
questionnoires to me.

or

uestionno1res .

I h ve tried to el1m1note all motor1 1 except tbot
hioh io absolutely eseent1al. Please talce timo to
do me the f vor of filling 1n the
ostionn ire mid returning 1t to me at once.
Yours very truly.
( r • ( H. C • Langrwn
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